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1. Introduction 
In IRG Working Set 2021, in spite of my strong opposition, Daoist "characters" used only in 
talismans are accepted as CJKUIs, which means that IRG IN PRACTICE treat Daoist talismans as 
running texts and treat Daoist "characters" used only in talismans as normal CJK Ideographs.  
In fact, we have already collected more than 5,000 this kind of characters both in ancient books 
and modern books. We thought IRG won't accept them so they were not proposed before. Since 
IRG think it's acceptable to encode these characters, we are also glad to collect more and propose 
them all in future. 
We include 23 Daoist characters in this first proposal. 21 of them are from 《轩辕碑记祝由十三

科》, which is a very famous Daoist book. People used to believe that they can cure diseases under 
the methods in the book. 2 of them are seen in a modern book named 《符咒妙术秘法》（2004，
台北：武陵出版有限公司）.  
 
 
2. Proposed characters 

Order Glyph IDS kRSUnicode 
Value Evidence Note 

1 

 

⿱龸⿺鬼鑫 194.29 Fig.1 Fig.6 Related to 金 , which is 
one of The five elements. 

2 

 

⿱龸⿺鬼森 194.17 Fig.1 Fig.6 Related to 木 , which is 
one of The five elements. 

3 

 

⿱龸⿺鬼⿱

淼沝 
194.20 Fig.1 Fig.6 Related to 水 , which is 

one of The five elements. 

4 

 

⿱龸⿺鬼⿱

焱炏 
194.20 Fig.1 Fig.6 

Fig.10 
Related to 火 , which is 
one of The five elements. 

5 

 

⿱龸⿺鬼垚 194.14 Fig.1 Fig.6 Related to 土 , which is 
one of The five elements. 

6 

 

⿱龸⿺鬼⿱

宫儿 
194.16 Fig.1 Fig.6 

Fig.12 

Related to 宫，which is 
one of The five ancient 
Chinese tones(五音). 

rick
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7 

 

⿱龸⿺鬼⿱

商上 
194.19 Fig.1 Fig.6 

Related to 商，which is 
one of The five ancient 
Chinese tones(五音). 

8 

 

⿱龸⿺鬼角 194.12 Fig.1 Fig.6 
Fig.11 

Related to 角，which is 
one of The five ancient 
Chinese tones(五音). 

9 

 

⿱龸⿺鬼⿳

山⿰犭玫火 
194.23 Fig.2 Fig.7 

Related to 徵，which is 
one of The five ancient 
Chinese tones(五音 ). ⿱
山⿰犭玫  is variant of 
徵.  

10 

 

⿱龸⿺鬼⿱

羽旡 
194.15 Fig.1 Fig.6 

Related to 羽，which is 
one of The five ancient 
Chinese tones(五音 ). 炁
体 is a term used by the 
Daoist, so 旡  is a 
reasonable shape. 

11 

 

⿱龸⿺鬼⿱

啇⿴〇丶 
194.18 Fig.2 Fig.7 

Fig.11 

Used to cure 耳 聾

(deafness) and 耳 鳴
(tinnitus). 

12 

 

⿱雨⿺鬼𢆶𢆶 173.14 Fig.3 Fig.8 
Fig.15 

Used to cure diseases 
about 小腹(underbelly). 

13 

 

⿱雨⿺鬼⿱

⿰木林⿲乂

乂乂 
173.26 Fig.3 Fig.8 

Fig.15 
Used to cure diseases 
about 臍(navel). 

14 

 

⿱雨⿺鬼⿱

王灬 
173.16 Fig.3 Fig.8 

Fig.15 

Used to cure diseases 
about 腸 (intestines). 
Glyph in Fig.3 is wrong 
according to other two 
evidences. 

15 

 

⿱雨⿺鬼劦 173.14 Fig.3 Fig.8 
Used to cure diseases 
about 腰(waist). 

16 

 

⿱雨⿺鬼⿱

工木 
173.15 Fig.3 Fig.8 

Used to cure diseases 
about 背(back). 

17 

 

⿱雨⿺鬼⿱

⿲乂乂乂⿲

乂乂乂 
173.20 Fig.3 Fig.8 

Fig.14 
Used to cure diseases 
about 液(fluid). 

18 

 

⿱雨⿺鬼⿲

彡目⿳丶丶

丶 
173.19 Fig.3 Fig.8 Used to cure 淋 症

(stranguria). 

19 

 

⿱雨⿺鬼⿰

巠彡 
173.18 Fig.3 Fig.8 

Fig.14 

Used to cure 風 症 (A 
concept used by 
traditional Chinese 
medical science). 



20 

 

⿱雨⿺鬼⿰

⿳〇〇二⿳

〇〇二 
173.16 Fig.3 Fig.8 

Used to cure 寒 症 (A 
concept used by 
traditional Chinese 
medical science). 

21 

 

⿱尚⿰⿳鬼

鬼鬼⿳鬼鬼

鬼 
194.58 Fig.4 Fig.9 

Fig.13 
Used to cure 寒熱病(瘧
疾, malaria).  

22 

 

⿱雨⿺鬼晃 173.19 Fig.5 Please see below.1 

23 

 

⿱雨⿺鬼⿱

月光 
173.19 Fig.5  

 

 

  

 
1 Ideograph No.22-23 are used in a ritual called 開光點眼(also called 開光點睛, some 
people believe that this can help them understand the way that the world works and so 
be wise). 日光 means the light of sun, and the character is used to open(開) your left 
eye. Meanwhile, 月光 means the light of moon, and the character is used to open(開) 
your right eye. 



3 Evidences 
Fig.1 轩辕碑记医学祝由十三科，上海：上海江东书局，民国元年（1912），page20 

 



Fig.2 轩辕碑记医学祝由十三科，上海：上海江东书局，民国元年（1912），page19 

 



Fig.3 轩辕碑记医学祝由十三科，上海：上海江东书局，民国元年（1912），page9 

 



Fig.3 轩辕碑记医学祝由十三科，上海：上海江东书局，民国元年（1912），page6 

 



Fig.5 程灵凡：符咒妙术秘法，台北：武陵出版有限公司，2004 年，第 128 页 

 

  



Fig.6 轩辕碑记医学祝由十三科，上海：上海锦章图书局，民国三年（1914），page19 

 



Fig.7 轩辕碑记医学祝由十三科，上海：上海锦章图书局，民国三年（1914），page18 

 



Fig.8 轩辕碑记医学祝由十三科，上海：上海锦章图书局，民国三年（1914），page8 

 



Fig.9 轩辕碑记医学祝由十三科，上海：上海锦章图书局，民国三年（1914），page5 

 



Fig.10 祝由科治病奇书，上海：上海中西书局，民国十六年（1927），page24 

 



Fig.11 祝由科治病奇书，上海：上海中西书局，民国十六年（1927），page22 

 



Fig.12 祝由科治病奇书，上海：上海中西书局，民国十六年（1927），page20 

 



Fig.13 祝由科治病奇书，上海：上海中西书局，民国十六年（1927），page16 

 



Fig.14 祝由科太医十三科，刻本，年代不详（year published unknown），page44, left half 

 



Fig.15 祝由科太医十三科，刻本，年代不详（year published unknown），page44, right half 

 



4. Others 
The font attached is created based on Source Han Serif(思源宋体).  
Thanks to Mr. Fang Changkai for designing the font for my proposal. 
 
 
(EoD) 



		Num.		Character		IDS		PUA codepoint		kRSUnicode Value		Stroke Count		Total Stroke		First Stroke		Note		Variant		Evidence

		1				⿱龸⿺鬼鑫		E000		194.29		29		37		2		Related to 金, which is one of The five elements.				

		2				⿱龸⿺鬼森		E001		194.17		17		25		2		Related to 木, which is one of The five elements.				

		3				⿱龸⿺鬼⿱淼沝		E002		194.20		20		28		2		Related to 水, which is one of The five elements.				

		4				⿱龸⿺鬼⿱焱炏		E003		194.20		20		28		2		Related to 火, which is one of The five elements.				

		5				⿱龸⿺鬼垚		E004		194.14		14		22		2		Related to 土, which is one of The five elements.				

		6				⿱龸⿺鬼⿱宫儿		E005		194.16		16		26		2		Related to 宫，which is one of The five ancient Chinese tones(五音).				

		7				⿱龸⿺鬼⿱商上		E006		194.19		19		29		2		Related to 商，which is one of The five ancient Chinese tones(五音).				

		8				⿱龸⿺鬼角		E007		194.12		12		20		2		Related to 角，which is one of The five ancient Chinese tones(五音).				

		9				⿱龸⿺鬼⿳山⿰犭玫火		E008		194.23		23		31		2		Related to 徵，which is one of The five ancient Chinese tones(五音). ⿱山⿰犭玫 is variant of 徵. 				

		10				⿱龸⿺鬼⿱羽旡		E009		194.15		15		23		2		Related to 羽，which is one of The five ancient Chinese tones(五音). 炁体 is a term used by the Daoist, so 旡 is a reasonable shape.				

		11				⿱龸⿺鬼⿱啇⿴〇丶		E00A		194.18		18		26		2		Used to cure 耳聾(deafness) and 耳鳴(tinnitus).				

		12				⿱雨⿺鬼𢆶		E00B		173.14		14		22		3		Used to cure diseases about 小腹(underbelly).				

		13				⿱雨⿺鬼⿱⿰木林⿲乂乂乂		E00C		173.26		26		34		3		Used to cure diseases about 臍(navel).				

		14				⿱雨⿺鬼⿱王灬		E00D		173.16		16		24		2		Used to cure diseases about 腸(intestines).				

		15				⿱雨⿺鬼劦		E00E		173.14		14		22		3		Used to cure diseases about 腰(waist).				

		16				⿱雨⿺鬼⿱工木		E00F		173.15		15		23		3		Used to cure diseases about 背(back).				

		17				⿱雨⿺鬼⿱⿲乂乂乂⿲乂乂乂		E010		173.20		20		28		3		Used to cure diseases about 液(fluid).				

		18				⿱雨⿺鬼⿲彡目彡		E011		173.19		19		27		3		Used to cure 淋症(stranguria).				

		19				⿱雨⿺鬼⿰巠彡		E012		173.18		18		26		3		Used to cure 风症(A concept used by traditioanl Chinese medical science).				

		20				⿱雨⿺鬼⿰⿳〇〇二⿳〇〇二		E013		173.16		16		24		3		Used to cure 寒症(A concept used by traditioanl Chinese medical science).				

		21				⿱尚⿰⿳鬼鬼鬼⿳鬼鬼鬼		E014		194.58		58		68		2		Used to cure 寒热病(疟疾, malaria). 				

		22				⿱雨⿺鬼⿱日光		E015		173.19		19		27		3		Used to a ritual called 開光點眼(also called 開光點睛, some people believe that this can help them understand the way that the world works and so be wise). 日光 means the light of sun, and the character is used to open(開) your left eye.				

		23				⿱雨⿺鬼⿱月光		E016		173.19		19		27		3		Used to a ritual called 開光點眼(also called 開光點睛, some people believe that this can help them understand the way that the world works and so be wise). 月光 means the light of moon, and the character is used to open(開) your right eye.				

						






